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(57) Abstract: Low-cost and portable microfluidic systems are needed for cell migration research and Point of Care (POC) testing.
This study introduces a low-cost and portable USB Microscope Microfluidic Chemotaxis Analysis System (UMCAS) for rapid ana
lysis of cell chemotaxis studies. A standalone microfluidic gradient generator is also developed for rapid generation of chemical

o gradient in microfluidic device without need of any peripheral perfusion apparatus. A smart phone based application program was
developed for the real-time remote monitoring of the migration data. This system is validated by observing the neutrophil migration

o in three different conditions: 1 ) medium control, 2) uniform IL-8 control, and 3) IL-8 gradient. The results show that neutrophils ex
hibit random migration in both medium and uniform IL- 8 control experiments, while they show strong directional migration to the
IL-8 gradient. These results successfully validated the developed UMCAS system.



Low-Cost Portable Microfluidic System for Cell Migration Studies

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to a microfluidic system including a

portable housing supporting a microfluidic gradient device and an image capturing

device therein to capture and transmit images of the microfluidic gradient device to

the auxiliary computing device for cell migration studies, and more particularly the

present invention relates to a configuration of microfluidic channels in the microfluidic

device for generating a chemical gradient between source and sink wells by diffusion.

BACKGROUND

Many cells have the ability to sense the direction of external chemical

signals and respond by polarizing and migrating towards chemoattractants. This

phenomenon, called chemotaxis, has been shown to play an important role in

embryogenesis [1], wound healing [2, 3], immune response [4] and cancer metastasis

[5, 6]. In addition, cell migration and trafficking are closely associated with relevant

physiological problems and diseases such as autoimmune diseases and cancers, and

therefore has high clinical relevance. The ability to observe a single cell's response to

a chemotactic environment is necessary in order to develop quantitative models to

describe and predict chemotactic behaviors.

Conventionally, cell chemotaxis is measured in vitro by Boyden chamber

or transwell assays and other free-diffusion based cell migration assays, such as

under-agarose assay, micropipette-based assay, Dunn chamber, and Zigmond

chamber [7-1 1]. Although widely used, these assays suffer from poorly controlled

chemoattractant gradients and lack of capability for quantitative analysis. By contrast,

development of microfluidic devices have been increasingly applied to cell migration

studies owing to its ability to configure well-defined and stable chemical concentration



gradients and the advantages in miniaturization, low reagent consumption and the

potential for high-throughput experimentation [12-1 7]. Therefore, microfluidic devices

offer a new experimental platform for quantitative cell migration and chemotaxis

studies.

Most microfluidics-based cell migration and chemotaxis studies require

complicated control instruments and specialized research facilities beside the

microfluidic device, which is expensive and bulky. For example, to capture the cell

migration images, a microscope and a digital camera are necessary. For chemotaxis

experiments, checking the chemical gradient is a fundamental step before starting the

experiment. Additional high power lamp is usually necessary for checking the

gradient. As the external facilities are usually very expensive, it prevents many

interested scientists or students to directly engage microfluidic cell migration research.

Additionally, these systems are very impractical to use in a conventional clinical

setting, which hampers its development for clinical applications.

To generate a stable gradient for the chemotaxis experiment, lots of

microfluidic gradient generators have been developed. Those strategies can be

roughly divided into two major classes, one is the flow-based device where molecules

are mainly transported by the laminar flows [12]; the other is the free-diffusion based

device where the molecules are mainly transported by the molecular diffusion without

flows [18, 19]. Both types of devices are able to generate well defined gradients. The

advantage of the flow-based chemotaxis device is the short gradient establishing

time, stability and flexible gradient configurations. However this kind of devices

usually requires external mechanical pumps to infuse the chemicals in a constant flow

rate. This will increase the cost of the system and make the system inconvenient to

set up. The advantage of the diffusion-based microfluidic device is that the cells are



not subject to fluid flow induced shear stresses and less relies on external control

systems. The disadvantage is that the gradient establishment time is long and less

flexible to manipulate gradient profiles. Further efforts are needed to find a low-cost

and easy strategy for rapid and stable gradient generation.

There are two main applications for the use of microfluidics in

healthcare: POC testing and central laboratory diagnostics. Compared to the central

laboratory diagnostics systems, the POC systems have lots of advantages; firstly it

can be used in many places outside the laboratory, such as the patient's home,

moving vehicles; secondly the time to result can be short; the cost of the test can be

more affordable for patients. Because microfluidic devices are disposable, rapid in

performing the test and require reduced amount of reagents, it is expect to find broad

POC applications. A microfluidic system is usually composed by a disposable

microfluidic chip and peripheral equipment (pumps, reader, etc.). In the specific cell

migration studies, the cost of microfluidic chips can meet the requirement of POC

testing. But the commercial peripheral equipments used to automatically capture and

analyze the data are still expensive. For example, EZ-TAXIScan (ECl Inc., Japan) is a

commercialized optical assay device for the quantitative measurement of cellular

chemotaxis. This system has a compact body but is expensive and requires special

microfluidic chip, not allowing other customized chip designs.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

An object of the present invention is to develop a low-cost portable

microfluidic system for cell migration studies. A system has been developed as



described herein that integrates a standalone microfluidic chip, a USB microscope

and other optical controls, and the temperature control component, which are

controlled by an integrated software for experiment operation and rapid data analysis.

Furthermore, a wireless module was developed to allow remote data monitoring in

real-time using a smartphone. This system is referred to herein as UMCAS, which

stands for USB Microscope-based Microfluidic Chemotaxis Analysis System. The

validation of UMCAS for cell migration studies was demonstrated by measuring

neutrophil chemotaxis in different conditions. The developed UMCAS system provides

a full solution for performing microfluidic cell migration and chemotaxis experiments or

POC testing in a portable and inexpensive manner for both lab scientists and

clinicians.

According to one aspect of the present invention there is provided a

microfluidic system for use with an auxiliary computing device in cell migration

assays, the system comprising:

a portable housing;

a primary light source received in the housing;

a microfluidic device arranged to generate a chemical gradient and

introduce sample cells to the chemical gradient;

a support assembly arranged to support the microfluidic device in

proximity to the primary light source within the housing;

an image capturing device supported in the housing in proximity to the

support assembly so as to be arranged to capture images of the microfluidic device

when supported on the support assembly for illumination by the primary light source;

the image capturing device comprising a USB peripheral device

including a USB connector arranged to transfer the images from the image capturing



device to the auxiliary computing device; and

an operating program arranged to be executed on the auxiliary

computing device which includes an image analysis tool arranged to process the

images captured by the image capturing device so as to identify the sample cells from

a remaining background portion of the captured images.

According to a second aspect of the present invention there is provided

a microfluidic system for use with an auxiliary computing device in cell migration

assays, the system comprising:

a portable housing;

a primary light source received in the housing;

a microfluidic device arranged to generate a chemical gradient and

introduce sample cells to the chemical gradient;

a support assembly arranged to support the microfluidic device in

proximity to the primary light source within the housing;

an image capturing device supported in the housing in proximity to the

support assembly so as to be arranged to capture images of the microfluidic device

when supported on the support assembly for illumination by the primary light source

and transfer the images from the image capturing device to the auxiliary computing

device; and

an operating program arranged to be executed on the auxiliary

computing device which including an image analysis tool arranged to:

i) process the images captured by the image capturing device so

as to identify the sample cells from a remaining background portion of the captured

images;

ii) divide each processed image into a plurality of divisions;



iii) count a number of identified sample cells in each divisions;

and

iv) display the counts to a user in realtime as each image is

captured by the image capturing device.

According to a third aspect of the present invention there is provided a

method of performing a cell migration assay comprising:

providing an auxiliary computing device including an operating program

executable thereon for processing captured images;

providing a portable assembly comprising i) a housing, ii) a primary light

source received in the housing, iii) a microfluidic device received in the housing, iv) an

image capturing device supported in the housing in the form of a USB peripheral

device including a USB connector arranged to transfer captured images from the

image capturing device to the auxiliary computing device;

supporting the microfluidic device in proximity to the primary light source

within the housing;

generating a chemical gradient in the microfluidic device and introducing

sample cells to the chemical gradient,

using the image capturing device to capture images of the microfluidic

device illuminated by the primary light source;

executing the operating program on the auxiliary computing device to

process the images captured by the image capturing device and identify sample cells

from a remaining background portion of the captured images.

According to a fourth aspect of the present invention there is provided a

method of performing a cell migration assay comprising:

providing an auxiliary computing device including an operating program



executable thereon for processing a captured image;

providing a portable assembly comprising i) a housing, ii) a primary light

source received in the housing, iii) a microfluidic device received in the housing, and

iv) an image capturing device supported in the housing;

supporting the microfluidic device in proximity to the primary light source

within the housing;

generating a chemical gradient in the microfluidic device and introducing

sample cells to the chemical gradient,

using the image capturing device to capture images of the microfluidic

device illuminated by the primary light source;

transferring the captured images from the image capturing device to the

auxiliary computing device;

executing the operating program on the auxiliary computing device so

as to:

i) process the images captured by the image capturing device to

identify the sample cells from a remaining background portion of the captured images;

ii) divide each processed image into a plurality of divisions;

iii) count a number of identified sample cells in each divisions;

and

iv) display the counts to a user in realtime as each image is

captured by the image capturing device.

When the primary light source comprises a USB peripheral device

having a USB input and the method may further include connecting the USB input of

the primary light source to the auxiliary computing device to receive electrical power

for illuminating the primary light source. The USB connector of the image capturing



device may be similarly used to transfer electrical power from the auxiliary computing

device to the image capturing device.

The portable assembly preferably further comprises a heater element

operated under control of the operating program to maintain temperature in proximity

to the microfiuidic device within a prescribed range. The heater may comprise a

transparent thermal heater supported between microfiuidic device and the primary

light source.

Preferably the operating program on the auxiliary computing device is

used to define a region of interest of the captured images and further processing the

image in response to a defined boundary selected by a user.

Processing the captured image may be accomplished using a high-pass

Guassian filter step and/or using a threshold method step.

The processing of the captured image may further use a morphology

operation which includes an erosion step followed by a dilation step using a

structuring element which is greater than a size of the sample cells.

Processing the captured image may also include cell localization on the

captured images for each one of a plurality of sample regions by: i) sizing a slide

window of the sample region to traverse the whole image such that the window is

slightly larger than a size of the sample cells; ii) when the slide window moves,

summing a gray intensity of each pixel in the region; iii) identifying the region as a

candidate cell if the sum is greater than a prescribed threshold; iv) constructing a

macroblock centered on the candidate cell; v) using a microblock which is the same

size as the window to slide the macroblock with constant step size while the

microblock with a maximum intensity sum is the region that the cell locates; and vi)

setting the pixel intensity in the sample region to zero.



The captured image may also be processed so as to: i) divide each

processed image into a plurality of divisions, ii) count a number of identified sample

cells in each divisions, and iii) display the counts to a user in realtime as each image

is captured by the image capturing device.

Preferably the counts of the identified sample cells per division of each

processed image are graphically summarized in realtime as each image is captured

by the image capturing device.

The auxiliary computing device may be further arranged to i)

communicate wirelessly with a portable electronic device, and ii) display the counts of

the identified sample cells per division of each processed image in realtime on the

portable electronic device as each image is captured by the image capturing device.

The chemical gradient may also be illuminated using a secondary light

source supported in the portable housing which has a greater intensity than the first

light source. When the image capturing device includes a lens directed along a

primary axis towards the microfluidic device, preferably the secondary light source is

supported in the portable housing so as to be directed generally radially inwardly

towards the microfluidic device in relation to said primary axis and so as to be

adjustable about the primary axis in relation to the microfluidic device.

According to another aspect of the present invention there is

provided a microfluidic device for generating a chemical gradient, the device

comprising: i) a transparent substrate; ii) a gradient channel formed in the substrate

including a first boundary and a second boundary which are opposed and spaced

apart from one another in a gradient direction; iii) a first inlet well formed in the

substrate so as to define a source well; iv) a plurality of first microfluidic channels

formed in the substrate in communication between the first inlet well and the gradient



channel at spaced apart positions along the first boundary; v) a second inlet well

formed in the substrate so as to define a sink well; vi) a plurality of second microfluidic

channels formed in the substrate in communication between the second inlet well and

the gradient channel at spaced apart positions along the second boundary; and vii) at

least one outlet well formed in the substrate so as to be in fluid communication with

gradient channel at an intermediate location between the first and second boundaries;

whereby a chemical gradient is arranged to be generated across the gradient channel

by diffusion in the gradient direction between the first and second boundaries of a

chemical introduced into the first inlet well.

Preferably the gradient channel is elongate in a longitudinal direction

and the first and second boundaries extend in said longitudinal direction.

The microfluidic channels are preferably elongate in a lateral direction

oriented transversely to the longitudinal direction of the gradient channel and

perpendicularly to the first and second boundaries the gradient channel.

Preferably each inlet well communicates with a respective inlet channel

oriented parallel to the first and second boundaries of the gradient channel.

The microfluidic channels are preferably equidistant in length between

the respective inlet channels and the gradient channel.

Preferably each first microfluidic channel communicates with the

gradient channel at a respective location along the first boundary which is offset in a

longitudinal direction of the first and second boundaries in relation to locations of

corresponding second channels along the second boundary.

The first and second inlet wells are preferably symmetrical about a

longitudinal direction of the gradient channel in relation to one another.

Preferably said at least one outlet well comprises two outlet wells in



communication with the gradient channel at longitudinally opposed ends of the first

and second boundaries.

One embodiment of the invention will now be described in conjunction

with the accompanying drawings in which:

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Figure A is a photographic representation of the whole system

according to the present invention referred to herein as U CAS;

Figure 1B illustrates components inside the housing of the system;

Figure 1C illustrates an interface of the control and analysis software;

Figure 1D illustrates an interface executable as an application on a

smartphone for real-time remote data monitoring;

Figures 2A through 2F illustrate various steps of cell segmentation and

distribution analysis;

Figure 3A schematically illustrates a design of a standalone microfluidic

gradient generator with a simulated gradient;

Figure 3B represents an image of FITC-Dextran gradient using a

traditional microscope;

Figure 3C is a plot of a gradient profile over time;

Figure 3D is photographic representation of the device according to

Figure 3A in which the two inlet reservoirs are filled with food coloring dye solutions;

Figure 3E is a captured image of the food-coloring dye gradient taken by

system according to the present invention;

Figure 3F is a captured image of the FITC-Dextran gradient using the

system according to the present invention;



Figure 4A illustrates live cell labeling by a cell tracker gradient in the

standalone device in which a cell tracker solution and the medium were added to

wells to create a cell tracker gradient in the gradient channel;

Figure 4B shows the initial distribution of the cells according to Figure

4A in the left image and shows increased labelling of cells toward the cell tracker

gradient after 30 min exposure in the right image.

Figure 5A represents a percentage of the cells migrated towards the

gradient by manual cell tracking analysis according to neutrophil chemotaxis analysis

using the system of the present invention;

Figure 5B represents Chemotactic Index (C.I.) and speed by manual cell

tracking analysis according to neutrophil chemotaxis analysis using the system of the

present invention;

Figure 5C represents automated cell counting and digital scoring

analysis according to neutrophil chemotaxis analysis using the system of the present

invention;

Figure 6A represents a cell image captured by the system of the present

invention at the 0th min when performing automated cell distribution and tracking

analysis of neutrophil chemotaxis using an IL-8 gradient.

Figure 6B represents a corresponding normalized cell distribution

according to Figure 6A;

Figure 6C represents a cell image captured by the system of the present

invention at the 20th min when performing automated cell distribution and tracking

analysis of neutrophil chemotaxis using an IL-8 gradient.

Figure 6D represents a corresponding normalized cell distribution

according to Figure 6C;



Figure 6E represents cel tracks from automated cell tracking normalized

to a common origin when performing automated cell distribution and tracking analysis

of neutrophil chemotaxis.

Figure 7 is a schematic representation of the microfluidic system.

Figure 8 is a schematic representation of the microfluidic device for

generating the chemical gradient.

In the drawings like characters of reference indicate corresponding parts

in the different figures.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

A microfluidic system is described herein which is generally arranged

for use with an auxiliary computing device (for example a laptop computer) in cell

migration assays. As shown schematically in Figure 7, the system includes a portable

housing 14 forming a complete and full enclosure about a hollow interior which

receives a microfluidic device 16 arranged to generate a chemical gradient and

introduce sample cells to the chemical gradient therein.

A primary light source 18 is provided in the housing and a support

assembly 20 supports the microfluidic device 16 in proximity to the primary light

source 18. A transparent thermal heater 2 1 is supported between microfluidic device

and the primary light source. The primary light source is a USB peripheral device

having a USB input arranged for connection to the auxiliary computing device so as to

receive electrical power for illuminating the primary light source.

An image capturing device 22 comprising a USB peripheral device

includes a USB connector 24. The image capturing device supported in the housing

in proximity to the support assembly so as to be arranged to capture images of the

microfluidic device when supported on the support assembly for illumination by the



primary light source. The USB connector 24 connects to the auxiliary computing

device to transfer the images from the image capturing device to the auxiliary

computing device and to transfer electrical power from the auxiliary computing device

to the image capturing device.

An operating program is arranged to be executed on the auxiliary

computing device which including an image analysis tool arranged to process the

images captured by the image capturing device so as to identify the sample cells from

a remaining background portion of the captured images.

As described in further detail below the image analysis tool is arranged

to define a region of interest of the captured images prior to further image processes

in response to a defined boundary selected by a user. Furthermore the image

analysis tool is arranged to divide each processed image into a plurality of divisions,

count a number of identified sample cells in each divisions, and display the counts to

a user in realtime as each image is captured by the image capturing device. The

image analysis tooi is then arranged to graphically summarize the counts of the

identified sample cells per division of each processed image in realtime as each

image is captured by the image capturing device.

The image analysis tool is also arranged to communicate wirelessly with

a portable electronic device, for example a smartphone, and display the counts of the

identified sample cells per division of each processed image in realtime as each

image is captured by the image capturing device. A further component of the system

thus comprises an application which is executable on a mobile device such as a

smartphone for receiving data from the auxiliary computing device and displaying the

data to a user in realtime on a display of the smarthphone.

The heater is also arranged to be operated under control of the



operating program to maintain temperature in proximity to the microti uidic device

within a prescribed range.

A secondary light source 26 is also supported within the portable

housing. The secondary light source has a greater intensity than the first light source

so as to be arranged for illuminating the chemical gradient. A primary axis is defined

as the direction along with the lens of the image capturing device is directed towards

the microfluidic device on the support assembly. The secondary light source is

supported in the portable housing so as to be directed generally radially inwardly

towards the microfluidic device in relation to the primary axis of the lens. A circular

track 28 about the primary axis and an adjustable height stand 30 which rotates about

the track 28 permit the secondary light source to be angularly adjustable about the

primary axis and adjustable in height in relation to the microfluidic device.

The microfluidic device is shown in greater detail in Figure 8 and

includes a transparent substrate 32 which is formed to define a plurality of passages

therein in a generally common plane along one side of a first layer. A second layer

bonded to the first layer encloses the channels and passages. The passages include

a gradient channel 34 formed in the substrate which is elongate in a longitudinal

direction to define a first boundary 36 and a second boundary 38 which are parallel

and opposite from one another and extend in the longitudinal direction between

opposing ends of the gradient channel. The first and second boundaries are spaced

apart from one another in a gradient direction.

A first inlet well 40 formed in the substrate defines a source well offset

laterally outwardly from the first boundary of the gradient channel. Similarly, a

second inlet well 42 is formed in the substrate to define a sink well offset laterally

outwardly from the second boundary of the gradient channel. Both inlet wells are



generally centered in the longitudinal direction of the gradient channel and

communicates with a respective inlet channel 44 oriented parallel to and spaced

laterally outwardly from respective ones of the first and second boundaries of the

gradient channel. The first and second inlet wells 40 and 42, together with the

respective inlet channels 44 are symmetrical about a central longitudinal axis of the

gradient channel in relation to one another.

Two outlet wells 46 are also formed in the substrate in fluid

communication with the gradient channel at the longitudinally opposed ends of the

gradient channel between the first and second boundaries of the gradient channel.

A plurality of first microfluidic channels 48 are formed in the substrate in

communication between the first inlet channel of the first inlet well and the gradient

channel at spaced apart positions along the first boundary. Similarly a plurality of

second microfluidic channels 50 are formed in the substrate in communication

between the second inlet channel of the second inlet well and the gradient channel at

spaced apart positions along the second boundary.

The microfluidic channels 48 and 50 are elongate in a lateral direction

oriented perpendicularly to the longitudinal direction of the first and second

boundaries of the gradient channel. The microfluidic channels are equidistant in

length between the respective inlet channels and the gradient channel due to the

parallel relationship between the inlet channels and the gradient channel. The first

and second microfluidic channels are offset in the longitudinal direction relative to one

another such that each first microfluidic channel communicates with the gradient

channel at a respective location along the first boundary which is offset in the

longitudinal direction of the first and second boundaries in relation to locations of

corresponding second channels along the second boundary.



When a chemical is introduced into the first inlet well, the configuration

of the channels permits a chemical gradient to be generated across the gradient

channel solely by diffusion in the gradient direction between the first and second

boundaries.

Materials and Methods

1. System assembly

The detailed design of UMCAS is shown in Fig 1. The microfluidic

system is composed by a USB webcam microscope (VMS-004D, 400x magnification,

Veho, UK), an adjustable back-light microscope stand (DP-M06, Oriental inspariration

limited company) and a high lumina blue LED (Blue Rebel LED, 470nm, 58 Im

@700mA, LUXEON STAR LEDs). The microscope stand has a webcam holder, a up

and down knob to adjust the distance between the microscope and object, a mini USB

port to connect PC to supply power to LED backlight source, a LED backlight source

and brightness control knob and a removable X&Y crossed to slightly adjust the

position of the sample. The transparent cover in the head of microscope was removed

so the lens is close enough to the object that would help to get better focus. To

assemble the system, the microscope stand was fixed on the bottom board of the box.

The USB microscope was clipped on the stand. A transparent thermal heater was

taped on the glass stage of the stand to control the temperature for the microfluidic

device. The high lumina blue LED was contacted with a condenser lens to focus the

light beam. Then the LED module was contacted to an iron heat sink and the sink was

fixed to an angle adjustment module. This module was composed of a metal ring in

the bottom which can rotate around the microscope stand. A metal bar was inserted

into the ring and another metal bar was hinged to this vertical bar. This kind of setup

can realize multi dimension adjustment to find a best angle for the gradient checking.



The adjustable back light in the microscope stand can help to get a clear cell image.

The system was connected to computer by USB cables before starting the

experiment.

2, Device fabrication

The microfluidic device is fabricated using the standard soft-lithography

method as described in previous paper [20]. Firstly, a transparency mask was printed

using a high-resolution printer from a Freehand file (Adobe Systems Inc.). The master

was then fabricated at The Nano Systems Fabrication Laboratory (NSFL) at the

University of Manitoba. A silicon wafer is coated with a -100 high photo resist

(SU8-2075, MicroChem, MA). The design was patterned on the wafer through the

transparency mask by UV processing. PDMS replicas were fabricated by molding

PDMS (Dow Corning, Ml) against the master. The surface of the PDMS replica and a

clean glass slide were treated with air plasma for 1 min (PDC-001 , Harrick Scientific,

NY) and bonded together to make the microfluidic channels.

The design of the standalone gradient generator is shown in Fig 3A.

First the device is molded off its respective patterned wafer and cut out, punching out

the appropriate wells. The source and sink wells are cut out with a puncher to create

wells with a diameter of approximately 8mm. The two outlet wells at the ends of the

central channel are punched out to create 3mm wide wells and the device is then

bonded to a 50mm x 75mm glass slide by air plasma.

3. Neutrophils isolation and device preparing

Human whole blood was obtained from healthy volunteers. The

mononuclear cells and plasma were removed from the whole blood using standard

gradient centrifugation method. Then Dextran sedimentation was used to remove



most of the RBC's in the remaining part of blood. The remaining RBC's were lysed by

shocking the cells using 0.2% saline buffer for 30 seconds. Isolated neutrophils were

washed with 0.85% saline buffer for two times and resuspended in culture medium

(RPMI-1640 GLUTAMAX medium) before using.

Microti uidic devices are first coated with human fibronectin (BD Biosciences, MA) for

one hour and then blocking is done using a 0.4% BSA in RPMI-1640 solution for

another hour before the device is used for an experiment. Small amounts of

concentrated neutrophil suspensions are added to the outlet wells to allow for

attachment to the coated surfaces of the central channel. After sufficient cell loading,

all wells (source, sink, and outlets) are completely emptied and new solution is added.

25uL of media is added to each outlet well and the device is then placed on the

thermal clear heater, maintained at 37oC. 150 uL of chemokine solution and 145uL of

RPMI-1640 media are added to the source and sink respectively and simultaneously

using two pipettes. The gradient is visualized using the blue LED iight and FITC-

Dextran that is present in the solution in the source well. FITC-Dextran is used due to

its similar molecular weight to the chemokine used {IL-8, a potent chemoattractant for

neutrophils).

4. System operation

UMCAS was connected to a computer by two USB cables. One is used

for the image data transfer. The other one is used to supply power for the light source

inside the stand. The UMCAS software is then opened and it will connect to the

microscope automatically. The microfluidic device which was previously prepared was

put on the stage under the USB microscope. Turn on the Iight source of the stand.

Adjust the focus and make sure the cells can be watched clearly in the software. Turn

off the Iight of the stand. Turn on the blue LED and check the gradient. Once the



gradient is stable, the blue LED is turned off. The LED in the stand is turned on and

cell migration could be observed. For remote monitoring, a smartphone application is

opened and connected to the UMCAS software by BLUETOOTH protocol. Then the

Region of Interest (RO1) in the channel is selected and the analysis starts. UMCAS

software will automatically capture the time-lapse images and display the cell

distribution of each frame. The result can also be shown in real-time in the

smartphone.

5. Data analysis

5.1 Manual tracking analysis

The data was analyzed by two methods, the traditional manual tracking

method and the automatic analysis based on cell distribution. For the tradition manual

method, time-lapse images of cell migration were captured by the UMCAS software.

The cells were tracked using the "Manual Tracking" plug-in in NIH ImageJ. The

tracking data were then exported to Excel and Origin for analysis. The movement of

cells was quantitatively evaluated by (a) the Chemotaxis Index (C.I.). which is the ratio

of the displacement of cells toward the chemical gradients to the total migration

distance, presented as the average value ± standard error of the mean (SEM). (b) the

average velocity (V), calculated as d/At and presented as the average value ± SEM of

all cells; and (c) percentage of cells migrate towards the gradient direction, also

presented as average value ± SEM.

5.2 Cell distribution analysis

The other method presented here doesn't need the labor-intensive

manual tracking process. The whole process was done by the UMCAS software

automatically. To do the cell distribution analysis, cells must be firstly segmented

from the background. This was accomplished by two image processing steps.



5.2.1 Image pre-processing

The image preprocessing is used to acquire soundary images. Normally,

morphology operations and median filter provided by Matlab image processing

toolbox are sufficient to smooth the images. However, due to the limitation of portable

web cameras, considerable negative effects are introduced in the images. The

original cell image captured by the USB microscope is presented in Figure 2A. In this

application, the image was firstly processed by high-pass Gaussian filter (Figure 2B).

Then a threshold method was applied to enhance the contrast of the image (Figure

2C). After that the morphology operations was applied to remove small spot noises in

the image. Morphology operation is composed of erosion followed by dilation using a

structuring element which could be adjusted slightly larger than the size of the cell.

The result after morphology operation was shown in Figure 2D.

5.2.2 Cell localization

After preprocessing the images, a user can do the cell localization.

There are four key steps: 1) design a slide window to traverse the whole image. The

size of the window is slightly larger than the size of a cell; 2) when the window moves,

sum the gray intensity of each pixel in this region. If the sum is greater than a

threshold T, this region is probably a cell named candidate cell; 3) constructs a

Macroblock centered on the candidate cell, and then uses a microblock which is the

same size with the window to slide the Macroblock with constant step size. The

microblock with maximum intensity sum is the region that the cell locates; 4) to avoid

duplicate search, the pixels intensity in this region are set as O.The final result after

cell localization was presented in Figure 2E.



After cell localization, the whole channel is split into ten divisions

towards the gradient direction. The cell number in each division is counted. The

numbers are then normalized and shown in a bar diagram (Figure 2F).

6. Remote monitoring

The remote monitoring module is based on the wireless communication

between the application program in a smart phone (Nexus S, Google Company) and

the UMCAS software in the laptop. The smart phone has a version 2.3 android

operating system. The UMCAS software launches a connection requirement and the

smart phone app accepts the requirement. After the connection is created, the Matlab

program starts to send the cell distribution data to the smart phone through Bluetooth

SPP protocol. And once the smart phone received the data, it draws the data on the

screen.

Results

1. Cost comparison

Traditional microfluidic cell migration systems require stationary imaging

facilities within a research lab. In comparison, UMCAS was assembled into a box with

the side dimension of 50 cm and the total weight of 10 kg. Two carrying handles

were installed on the side of the box. A hole was drilled in the back of the box to allow

cable connections from UMCAS to the external laptop computer. A cable storage

pocket was mounted next to the cable hole in the back of the box. The top and front

windows of the box are transparent and removable. This design made UMCAS truly

portable and easy to set up the experiment. The required imaging facility for traditional

microfluidic cell migration systems typically includes a fluorescent microscope, a CCD

camera, syringe pumps (if fluid perfusion is required for the microfluidic device) and a



temperature control system. As estimated in Table 1, these instruments will easily

cost a minimum of $14,000 for basic system configuration. In clear comparison, the

total hardware cost for the current prototype version of UMCAS is less than $800

including material costs for the USB microscope, microscope stand, LED and

heater/controller, plus the material and labour costs for making the box and

assembling the system in the machine shop of the Department of Physics and

Astronomy at the University of Manitoba. This low cost for hardware components of

the system makes UMCAS affordable to cell migration researchers in need of a

flexible and inexpensive solution for performing microfluidic cell migration

experiments. In the current prototype version of UMCAS, a significant portion of the

total cost (-60%) resulted from the initial costs of the custom-designed and fabricated

box. This cost is expected to significantly reduce for duplicating the developed

UMCAS with the established box design and fabrication/system assembly

procedures, and by selecting more cost-efficient materials.



Table 1

System Component Cost

Table 1 Cost comparison of the traditional system and UMCAS.

2. Gradient generation

Gradient generation using the developed standalone microfluidic device

was characterized by measuring FITC-Dextran 1 kDa intensity profile in the center

gradient channel. Following the solution adding protocol as detailed in the Materials

and Methods section, FITC-Dextran gradient was monitored by fluorescent time-lapse



microscopy. The results show that a FITC-Dextxan gradient was established in the

center gradient channel in less than 5 min and maintained stable for at least 45min

(Figure 3 B-C), which is at least sufficient for experiments with fast migratory cells

such as neutrophils and T lymphocytes

To validate that the developed standalone device can generate functional

chemical gradient, a cell-tracker gradient was created in the device to label human T

cells (Figure 4). T cells were uniformly loaded to the center gradient channel. After 30

min exposure to the cell tracker gradient, T cells were increasingly labelled toward the

cell tracker gradient as visualized by fluorescent microscopy. This result confirmed us

that the developed microfluidic gradient device is suitable for live cell experiments.

3. Cell observation

To validate the USB microscope for observing the cells, first cells were

loaded into the microfluidic and the device was put on the stage of the microscope

stand under the USB microscope. After adjusting the focus, cells could be observed

as show in Figure 2A. The quality of the cell image was not as good as using a

traditional microscope and there was a bright part existing in the middle of the image,

however, this was mostly caused by the unevenness of the back light source in the

stand. Another possible reason is that the thermal clear heater which was fixed on the

stand could also reduce the transparency by 30%. Although the image quality is not

good enough, for manual tracking this would not be a problem because the cells can

still be distinguished from the background clearly by eyes. For automatic analysis, this

also would not be a problem because this issue was overcome by developing the

filtering algorithm in the software to decrease the noise and increase the analysis

accuracy. To demonstrate that this issue could also be fixed by using more intense

and even light source and precisely align the camera, a small microscope was



modified in a lab by replacing the objective of the microscope by the USB microscope.

The device was put on the microscope stand without the heater and the cell quality

was observed to be much better because the light source was much better in the

microscope. To decrease the effect of the thermal clear heater, the heater could just

be removed for some cells that are less sensitive to temperature such as Dicty cells.

For the cells which demand the temperature control other types of heaters could be

used that do not affect the image (heat box, on-chip heater, circulating water based,

etc) but that will increase the cost.

4. Software interface

The interface the UMCAS software is shown in Figure 1C. The interface

allows user interaction through the auxiliary computing device with the operating

program executable on the auxiliary computing device. The software has the basic

functions such as image displaying, image rotation and ROI selection. Figure 1D

shows the application interface in the smart phone.

5. Validation of UMCAS for Neutrophil Migration Analysis

To ultimately validate the UMCAS for cell migration and chemotaxis

studies, migration experiments were performed on human blood neutrophils over 20

min period using the UMCAS with a medium control, a uniform 2.5 nM IL-8 field, or a

12.5 nM IL-8 gradient. The cell migration images were analyzed by traditional single-

cell tracking analysis. The results clearly show random cell migration in medium

control and uniform IL-8, but strong chemotaxis toward the IL-8 gradient, as measured

by the percentage of cells that moved toward the gradient and by the Chemotactic

Index (Figure 5A-B). As expected, cells migrated at higher speed in the uniform IL-8

or the IL-8 gradient compared with the medium control (Fig. 5B). These results

validated effective neutrophil migration and chemotaxis experiments in the UMCAS.



The manual tracking analysis allowed visual inspection of the experiment to check if

there was i) a significant change in the total cell number in the time-lapse images; ii) if

there was significant bias in the initial cell distribution; and iii) if there were too many

non-migrating cells or flowing cells in the background. These data were used to

determine the suitability of the experiment for the automated cell distribution and

digital scoring analysis.

To validate the real-time chemotaxis analysis in U CAS, automated cell

distribution and digital scoring analysis in the UMCAS software were applied to the

same neutrophil migration experiments. The results show that the image processing

method can correctly identify and count cells in the microfluidic channel (Figure 2). To

enable a rapid chemotaxis analysis report without single-cell tracking, the cell

distribution was analyzed in equally space divisions across the center gradient

channel and along the gradient direction. Ideally, the shifted cell distribution toward

the gradient will indicate chemotaxis (Figure 6A-D). However, the cell distribution

analysis itself was often affected by the initial cell loading and the background non-

migrating or flowing cells. Therefore, a digital scoring method was developed to

compare the change of cell distribution over the experiment period in each division

with the focus on the sign of change, but not the absolute change level. Furthermore,

the digitized scores were summed up for the left-side divisions and the right-side

divisions and then the difference of the summed right-side score and the left-side

score were compared to enhance the comparison.

Although this method did not necessarily reflect chemotaxis strength, it

provided a simple way to distinguish random migration and chemotaxis in a relatively

noisy system, as shown by the significantly higher Chemotaxis Score in IL-8 gradient

compared to medium or uniform IL-8 control (Figure 5C). These results are consistent



with the manual tracking analysis. The automated analysis method can be flexibly

modified to suite the need of the experiments. Ultimately, more sophisticated and

automated cell motion analysis methods should be developed and incorporated to

allow more accurate and quantitative cell migration assessment. Toward this

direction, automated single cell tracking analysis was successfully demonstrated in a

preliminary experiment (Figure 6E). However, such highly automated and quantitative

analysis has higher requirements for cell migration image sequences and

sophisticated tracking algorithms may be developing for further generations of the

system.

Discussion

UMCAS is a portable, low-cost and remote controllable microfluidic

system for cell migration studies comparing to the traditional systems. The system

offers attractable features for the scientists who want to investigate cell migration

studies using microfluidic platform. As the technology develops, it is believed that

more precision USB microscopes will appear and the image resolution of the system

will continue to improve for the next generation of the system. The standalone

microfluidic device provides an easy and rapid way to generate chemical gradient it

can maintain a stable gradient for about 45 minutes which is enough for testing fast

migrating cells. And the big solution reservoirs could be sealed by PMDS pieces if

contamination of the solution is a critical problem. For the cells which need long time

to migrate, other designs of microfluidic device are also compatible to UMCAS. The

cost and the dimension of UMCAS can be further decreased after more considerate

design. The automatic distribution method is a rapid method for the cell chemotaxis

analysis. For the cells like neutrophils which show strong directional migration in the

chemical gradient, this method is useful as it can give a direct trend of the cell



migration during the experiment. For the cells which don't show fast and strong

direction migration, as UMCAS can save the time-lapse images in the hard disk,

traditional manual tracking could be used to calculate the characteristic parameters

such as C.I. and velocity to represent the chemotaxis. Alternatively the software can

be further developed to track single cells. Furthermore, more and more studies show

the relations between the cell migration and diseases. UMCAS could be further

modified as diagnosis tools which can be used in the clinic applications. For example,

alteration of neutrophil motility and chemotaxis is associated with patients after burn-

injury. On the other hand, increased neturophil chemotaxis and recruitment to specific

tissues result in tissue damages and autoimmune problems. Therefore, rapid

chemotaxis testing offered by the developed UMCAS system has the potential to be

used as disease diagnostic and monitoring markers that will complement the current

gold standard methods. The remote monitoring module also meets the demanding for

POC testing and can be further developed for long range data transmission.

Since various modifications can be made in my invention as herein

above described, and many apparently widely different embodiments of same made

within the spirit and scope of the claims without department from such spirit and

scope, it is intended that all matter contained in the accompanying specification shall

be interpreted as illustrative only and not in a limiting sense.



CLAIMS:

1. A microfluidic system for use with an auxiliary computing device

in cell migration assays, the system comprising:

a portable housing;

a primary light source received in the housing;

a microfluidic device arranged to generate a chemical gradient and

introduce sample cells to the chemical gradient;

a support assembly arranged to support the microfluidic device in

proximity to the primary light source within the housing;

an image capturing device supported in the housing in proximity to the

support assembly so as to be arranged to capture images of the microfluidic device

when supported on the support assembly for illumination by the primary light source;

the image capturing device comprising a USB peripheral device

including a USB connector arranged to transfer the images from the image capturing

device to the auxiliary computing device; and

an operating program arranged to be executed on the auxiliary

computing device which includes an image anaiysis tool arranged to process the

images captured by the image capturing device so as to identify the sample cells from

a remaining background portion of the captured images.

2. The system according to Claim 1 wherein the primary light source

comprises a USB peripheral device having a USB input arranged for connection to the

auxiliary computing device so as to receive electrical power for illuminating the

primary light source.

3. The system according to either one of Claims 1 or 2 wherein the

USB connector is arranged to transfer electrical power from the auxiliary computing



device to the image capturing device.

4. The system according to any one of Claims 1 through 3 wherein

there is provided a heater element which is arranged to be operated under control of

the operating program to maintain temperature in proximity to the microfluidic device

within a prescribed range.

5. The system according to Claim 4 wherein the heater comprises a

transparent thermal heater arranged to be supported between microfluidic device and

the primary light source.

6. The system according to any one of Claims 1 through 5 wherein

the image analysis tool is arranged to define a region of interest of the captured

images prior to further image processes in response to a defined boundary selected

by a user.

7. The system according to any one of Claims 1 through 6 wherein

the image analysis tool is arranged to the captured images with a high-pass Guassian

filter step.

8. The system according to any one of Claims 1 through 7 wherein

the image analysis tool is arranged to process the captured images with a threshold

method step.

9. The system according to any one of Claims 1 through 8 wherein

the image analysis tool is arranged to process the captured images with a morphology

operation which includes an erosion step followed by a dilation step using a

structuring element which is greater than a size of the sample cells.

10. The system according to any one of Claims 1 through 9 wherein

the image analysis tool is arranged to perform cell localization on the captured images

for each one of a plurality of sample regions by:



sizing a slide window of the sample region to traverse the whole image

such that the window is slightly larger than a size of the sample cells;

when the slide window moves, summing a gray intensity of each pixel in

the region;

identifying the region as a candidate cell if the sum is greater than a

prescribed threshold;

constructing a macroblock centered on the candidate cell;

using a microblock which is the same size as the window to slide the

macroblock with constant step size while the microblock with a maximum intensity

sum is the region that the cell locates; and

setting the pixel intensity in the sample region to zero.

1. The system according to any one of Claims 1 through 0 wherein

the image analysis tool is arranged to divide each processed image into a plurality of

divisions, count a number of identified sample cells in each divisions, and display the

counts to a user in realtime as each image is captured by the image capturing device.

12. The system according to Claim 1 wherein the image analysis

tool is arranged to graphically summarize the counts of the identified sample cells per

division of each processed image in realtime as each image is captured by the image

capturing device.

13. The system according to either one Claims 1 or 12 wherein the

image analysis tool is arranged to communicate wirelessly with a portable electronic

device and display the counts of the identified sample cells per division of each

processed image in realtime as each image is captured by the image capturing

device.

14. The system according to any one of Claims 1 through 13 further



comprising a secondary light source supported in the portable housing and having a

greater intensity than the first light source so as to be arranged for illuminating the

chemical gradient.

15. The system according to Claim 14 wherein the image capturing

device includes a lens directed along a primary axis towards the support assembly

arranged to support the microfluidic device therein and wherein the secondary light

source is supported in the portable housing so as to be directed generally radially

inwardly towards the microfluidic device in relation to said primary axis and so as to

be adjustable about the primary axis in relation to the microfluidic device.

16. The system according to any one of Claims 1 through 15 wherein

the microfluidic device comprises:

a transparent substrate;

a gradient channel formed in the substrate including a first boundary and

a second boundary which are opposed and spaced apart from one another in a

gradient direction;

a first inlet well formed in the substrate so as to define a source well;

a plurality of first microfluidic channels formed in the substrate in

communication between the first inlet well and the gradient channel at spaced apart

positions along the first boundary;

a second inlet well formed in the substrate so as to define a sink well;

a plurality of second microfluidic channels formed in the substrate in

communication between the second inlet well and the gradient channel at spaced

apart positions along the second boundary; and

at least one outlet well formed in the substrate so as to be in fluid

communication with gradient channel at an intermediate location between the first and



second boundaries;

whereby a chemical gradient is arranged to be generated across the

gradient channel by diffusion in the gradient direction between the first and second

boundaries of a chemical introduced into the first inlet well.

7. A microfluidic system for use with an auxiliary computing device

in cell migration assays, the system comprising:

a portable housing;

a primary light source received in the housing;

a microfluidic device arranged to generate a chemical gradient and

introduce sample cells to the chemical gradient;

a support assembly arranged to support the microfluidic device in

proximity to the primary light source within the housing;

an image capturing device supported in the housing in proximity to the

support assembly so as to be arranged to capture images of the microfluidic device

when supported on the support assembly for illumination by the primary light source

and transfer the images from the image capturing device to the auxiliary computing

device; and

an operating program arranged to be executed on the auxiliary

computing device which including an image analysis tool arranged to:

i) process the images captured by the image capturing device so

as to identify the sample cells from a remaining background portion of the captured

images;

ii) divide each processed image into a plurality of divisions;

iii) count a number of identified sample cells in each divisions;

and



iv) display the counts to a user in realtime as each image is

captured by the image capturing device.

18. The system according to Claim 17 wherein the image analysis

tool is arranged to graphically summarize the counts of the identified sample cells per

division of each processed image in realtime as each image is captured by the image

capturing device.

19. The system according to either one of Claims 17 or 18 wherein

the image analysis tool is arranged to communicate wirelessly with a portable

electronic device and display the counts of the identified sample cells per division of

each processed image in realtime as each image is captured by the image capturing

device.

20. A microfluidic device for generating a chemical gradient, the

device comprising:

a transparent substrate;

a gradient channel formed in the substrate including a first boundary and

a second boundary which are opposed and spaced apart from one another in a

gradient direction;

a first inlet well formed in the substrate so as to define a source well;

a plurality of first microfluidic channels formed in the substrate in

communication between the first inlet well and the gradient channel at spaced apart

positions along the first boundary;

a second inlet well formed in the substrate so as to define a sink well;

a plurality of second microfluidic channels formed in the substrate in

communication between the second inlet well and the gradient channel at spaced

apart positions along the second boundary; and



at least one outlet well formed in the substrate so as to be in fluid

communication with gradient channel at an intermediate location between the first and

second boundaries;

whereby a chemical gradient is arranged to be generated across the

gradient channel by diffusion in the gradient direction between the first and second

boundaries of a chemical introduced into the first inlet well.

2 1. The device according to Claim 20 wherein the gradient channel is

elongate in a longitudinal direction and the first and second boundaries extend in said

longitudinal direction.

22. The device according to Claim 2 1 wherein the microfluidic

channels are elongate in a lateral direction oriented transversely to the longitudinal

direction of the gradient channel.

23. The device according to any one of Claims 20 through 22

wherein each inlet well communicates with a respective inlet channel oriented parallel

to the first and second boundaries of the gradient channel.

24. The device according to Claim 23 wherein the microfluidic

channels are elongate in a lateral direction and oriented perpendicularly to the first

and second boundaries the gradient channel.

25. The device according to either one of Claims 23 or 24 wherein

the microfluidic channels are equidistant in length between the respective inlet

channels and the gradient channel.

26. The device according to any one of Claims 20 through 25

wherein each first microfluidic channel communicates with the gradient channel at a

respective location along the first boundary which is offset in a longitudinal direction of

the first and second boundaries in relation to locations of corresponding second



channels along the second boundary.

27. The device according to any one of Claims 20 through 26

wherein the first and second inlet wells are symmetrical about a longitudinal direction

of the gradient channel in relation to one another.

28. The device according to any one of Claims 20 through 27

wherein said at least one outlet well comprises two outlet wells in communication with

the gradient channel at longitudinally opposed ends of the first and second

boundaries.

29. A method of performing a cell migration assay comprising:

providing an auxiliary computing device including an operating program

executable thereon for processing captured images;

providing a portable assembly comprising i) a housing, ii) a primary light

source received in the housing, iii) a microfluidic device received in the housing, iv) an

image capturing device supported in the housing in the form of a USB peripheral

device including a USB connector arranged to transfer captured images from the

image capturing device to the auxiliary computing device;

supporting the microfluidic device in proximity to the primary light source

within the housing;

generating a chemical gradient in the microfluidic device and introducing

sample cells to the chemical gradient,

using the image capturing device to capture images of the microfluidic

device illuminated by the primary light source;

executing the operating program on the auxiliary computing device to

process the images captured by the image capturing device and identify sample cells

from a remaining background portion of the captured images.



30. The method according to Claim 29 wherein the primary light

source comprises a USB peripheral device having a USB input and wherein the

method includes connecting the USB input of the primary light source to the auxiliary

computing device to receive electrical power for illuminating the primary light source.

3 1. The method according to either one of Claims 29 or 30 including

using the USB connector to transfer electrical power from the auxiliary computing

device to the image capturing device.

32 The method according to any one of Claims 29 through 3 1

wherein the portable assembly further comprises a heater element and wherein the

method includes operating the heater element under control of the operating program

to maintain temperature in proximity to the microfluidic device within a prescribed

range.

33. The method according to Claim 32 wherein the heater comprises

a transparent thermal heater and wherein the method includes supporting the heater

between microfluidic device and the primary light source.

34. The method according to any one of Claims 29 through 33

including using the operating program on the auxiliary computing device to define a

region of interest of the captured images and further processing the image in

response to a defined boundary selected by a user.

35. The method according to any one of Claims 29 through 34

including using the operating program on the auxiliary computing device to process

the captured image using a high-pass Guassian filter step.

36. The method according to any one of Claims 29 through 35

including using the operating program on the auxiliary computing device to process

the captured image using a threshold method step.



37. The method according to any one of Claims 29 through 36

including using the operating program on the auxiliary computing device to process

the captured image using a morphology operation which includes an erosion step

followed by a dilation step using a structuring element which is greater than a size of

the sample cells.

38. The method according to any one of Claims 29 through 37

including using the operating program on the auxiliary computing device to process

the captured image by performing cell localization on the captured images for each

one of a plurality of sample regions by:

sizing a slide window of the sample region to traverse the whole image

such that the window is slightly larger than a size of the sample cells;

when the slide window moves, summing a gray intensity of each pixel in

the region;

identifying the region as a candidate cell if the sum is greater than a

prescribed threshold;

constructing a macroblock centered on the candidate cell;

using a microblock which is the same size as the window to slide the

macroblock with constant step size while the microblock with a maximum intensity

sum is the region that the cell locates; and

setting the pixel intensity in the sample region to zero.

39. The method according to any one of Claims 29 through 38

including using the operating program on the auxiliary computing device to process

the captured image so as to: i) divide each processed image into a plurality of

divisions, ii) count a number of identified sample cells in each divisions, and iii) display

the counts to a user in realtime as each image is captured by the image capturing



device.

40. The method according to Claim 39 including using the operating

program on the auxiliary computing device to graphically summarize the counts of the

identified sample cells per division of each processed image in realtime as each

image is captured by the image capturing device.

4 1 . The method according to either one Claims 39 or 40 including

using the operating program on the auxiliary computing device to process the

captured image to: i) communicate wirelessly with a portable electronic device, and ii)

display the counts of the identified sample cells per division of each processed image

in realtime as each image is captured by the image capturing device.

42. The method according to any one of Claims 29 through 4 1

including illuminating the chemical gradient using a secondary light source supported

in the portable housing having a greater intensity than the first light source.

43. The method according to Claim 42 providing the image capturing

device with a lens directed along a primary axis towards the microfluidic device and

providing the secondary light source in the portable housing so as to be directed

generally radially inwardly towards the microfluidic device in relation to said primary

axis and so as to be adjustable about the primary axis in relation to the microfluidic

device.

44. The method according to any one of Claims 29 through 43

wherein the microfluidic device comprises:

a transparent substrate;

a gradient channel formed in the substrate including a first boundary and

a second boundary which are opposed and spaced apart from one another in a

gradient direction;



a first inlet well formed in the substrate so as to define a source well;

a plurality of first microfluidic channels formed in the substrate in

communication between the first inlet well and the gradient channel at spaced apart

positions along the first boundary;

a second inlet well formed in the substrate so as to define a sink well;

a plurality of second microfluidic channels formed in the substrate in

communication between the second inlet well and the gradient channel at spaced

apart positions along the second boundary; and

at least one outlet well formed in the substrate so as to be in fluid

communication with gradient channel at an intermediate location between the first and

second boundaries;

whereby a chemical gradient is arranged to be generated across the

gradient channel by diffusion in the gradient direction between the first and second

boundaries of a chemical introduced into the first inlet well.

45. A method of performing a cell migration assay comprising:

providing an auxiliary computing device including an operating program

executable thereon for processing a captured image;

providing a portable assembly comprising i) a housing, ii) a primary light

source received in the housing, iii) a microfluidic device received in the housing, and

iv) an image capturing device supported in the housing;

supporting the microfluidic device in proximity to the primary light source

within the housing;

generating a chemical gradient in the microfluidic device and introducing

sample cells to the chemical gradient,

using the image capturing device to capture images of the microfluidic



device illuminated by the primary light source;

transferring the captured images from the image capturing device to the

auxiliary computing device;

executing the operating program on the auxiliary computing device so

as to:

i) process the images captured by the image capturing device to

identify the sample cells from a remaining background portion of the captured images;

ii) divide each processed image into a plurality of divisions;

iii) count a number of identified sample cells in each divisions;

and

iv) display the counts to a user in realtime as each image is

captured by the image capturing device.

46. The method according to Claim 45 including using the operating

program on the auxiliary computing device to graphically summarize the counts of the

identified sample cells per division of each processed image in realtime as each

image is captured by the image capturing device.

47. The method according to either one of Claims 45 or 46 using the

operating program on the auxiliary computing device to communicate wirelessly with a

portable electronic device and display the counts of the identified sample cells per

division of each processed image in realtime as each image is captured by the image

capturing device.
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